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Aequitec and CONDA.ch launch  
crowdinvesting collaboration

Zurich, 24 August 2022 – Aequitec, a digital share register and cap table company, and  
CONDA.ch, a Crowdinvesting Platform, are launching their collaboration in automating the  
process flows around the issuers‘ share register. With the help of the Aequitec platform,  
issuers of the CONDA.ch community can manage their new shareholders easily, digitally 
and legally compliant on the Aequitec platform.

CONDA.ch customers will now benefit from the automation of business processes thanks to 
standardized contract generation, electronic signatures and a professionalization of their  
corporate governance structures. In addition, general meetings with many shareholders can  
be conducted entirely as a fully digital or multi-local event.

Aequitec customers will now benefit from a broad investor base through access to the CONDA 
community, and from being able to raise equity through online processes and accompanying 
marketing campaigns. With the professional investor network, suitable investors can be found 
for the own venture. Especially for fast growing start-ups from various accelerator programs,  
like the leading F10 FinTech Accelerator, new opportunities arise to establish their product  
developments faster in the market. 

Christian Wilk, CEO of Aequitec, notes: ”With the help of Aequitec, CONDA.ch customers can 
manage their new shareholders quickly and easily. Our joint customers can fully focus on their 
operational growth. For larger investments, the shares can also be booked into a securities  
account at almost all Swiss banks.“
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Linus Gabrielsson, CEO of CONDA.ch, emphasizes: “With this partnership, we can offer our 
customers the perfect complement to our service, as they are now also offered a modern share 
registry solution for the time after completing their crowdinvesting round with us. Moreover, 
thanks to CONDA.ch, new capital raise opportunities are made available to Aequitec‘s customers 
and partners.”

About CONDA.ch
CONDA Switzerland, headquartered in Baar, was founded in 2021 as a joint venture between  
the Austrian crowdinvesting platform CONDA and the Swiss start-up promoter and investor  
Braingelist. CONDA is a pioneer in crowdinvesting for start-ups and SMEs. Since its founding in 
2013, the company has successfully financed 150 projects with over 48 million Euros throughout 
the DACH region. CONDA now counts over 36’000 international investors among its community 
and gives them the opportunity to invest in companies in Austria, Germany, Switzerland,  
Liechtenstein, Slovenia, Slovakia and Poland across borders. On the CONDA.ch platform, which 
was launched in 2021, small and large investors alike now have the opportunity to invest directly 
in growing Swiss start-ups with great potential.

https://www.conda.ch

About Aequitec
Founded in 2020 by Johannes Schneebacher, Dr. Christian Wilk, and Deon Digital AG, Aequitec 
helps stock and private companies to digitize their corporate governance processes. The  
Zurich-based startup supports its customers with a specially developed software platform.  
This offers the possibility to automate and digitally map corporate actions. This enables stock 
corporations, for instance, to hold their general meetings digitally or hybrid and to digitize their 
share register with a global connection to the banking financial system. The main shareholders 
are currently the founders and the start-up incubator F10.

https://aequitec.ch
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